Basic electrochemical studies of coordination complexes between cupric ions and simple amino acids (L), namely glycine, alanine and valine, have been carried out to provide insight in the effect of complexation on Cu\(^{2+}\) discharge in electrochemistry. The results show that there are strong differences in their cyclic voltammograms, despite the similarities in coordination equilibrium, central atom d electronic structure and inner sphere coordination distances (verified by chemical equilibrium quantification, UV spectroscopy and EXAFS). Evidence of mass transport limitations by diffusion of the neutral CuL\(_2\) complexes in solution, and cuprous species generation on the electrode during copper electrodeposition was found, both of which were later used as simple models to understand the real phenomenon of the main phenomena accounting for the different electrochemical behaviour previously mentioned. Voltammetric studies also showed that, surprisingly, cuprous species are produced not only at the onset of copper electroreduction but at more cathodic potentials. Furthermore, results suggest the existence of a cuprous compound layer beneath the metallic copper deposit. The data gathered in this investigation, leads to the conclusion that the bigger molecular size and organic nature of the ligands induce unexpected processes on the copper electroreduction mechanism.

Experimental

Solutions containing 0.005 mol l\(^{-1}\) CuSO\(_4\).5H\(_2\)O (Cicarelli RG, 99%) + 0.05 mol l\(^{-1}\) of either glycine (GlyH), L-alanine (AlaH) or L-valine (ValH) (all Anedra RG) and 0.10 mol l\(^{-1}\) of NaClO\(_4\) (supporting electrolyte) were prepared using high resistivity (>18 M\(\Omega\) cm) osmosis water. The pH was then adjusted to 8 by small additions of KOH (Anedra RG 99%).

Equilibrium simulations were performed using the RStudio software, following a calculation procedure similar to the one used by Ballesteros et al.\(^{41,42}\) based on the complexation coefficient concept. Acid-based, formation and precipitation constants used in this work were taken from literature.\(^{30}\)

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments were conducted using an Autolab PGSTAT 204 potentiostat/galvanostat controlled by Nova 2.1 software using a standard three-electrode cell. A glassy carbon rotating disc electrode (0.04 cm\(^2\)) was used as working electrode, a copper wire as counter electrode and a saturated silver chloride electrode (SCE) as the reference electrode. All the potentials in the text are referred to the SCE scale. The electrode potential was swept between −1.0 V and 0.50 V at different scan rates (v, V s\(^{-1}\)) with and without rotation of the working electrode. Cathodic potential steps were also applied to the glassy carbon electrode (0.04 cm\(^2\)) for 10 s using the same experimental set-up. Temperature in the cell was kept at 30 °C using a FRIGOMIX 1495 thermostat.

UV–Visible absorbance spectra of the three electrolytes were recorded in the range from 200 nm to 900 nm using a UV 2600 Shimadzu spectrophotometer (5.0 slit width, 0.1 s accumulation time) at 25 °C.

EXAFS experiments at the Cu K edge (8979 eV) were performed using a RIGAKU R-XAS Looper spectrometer in transmission mode. An ionization chamber filled with Ar was used to measure the incident radiation and a solid-state detector to measure the transmitted intensity. Aqueous electrolytes were placed in sample holders with kapton windows. The energy calibration was done using a foil of metallic copper. The quantitative analysis of the results was carried out using the IFEFFIT package.\(^{35}\) Structural
information around the absorbing atom, including coordination numbers, interatomic distances, and their Debye-Waller factors (σ²), were obtained from Artemis using a nonlinear least squares fit of the Fourier transformed data in r-space, with theoretical amplitudes and phase shifts for all single scattering paths calculated by FEFF. All data fits were made for the range 1.0–2.0 Å in the r-space and generated by Fourier filtering the k²-weighted EXAFS over the 2–11 Å⁻¹ range in the k-space with a Hanning window. The theoretical scattering path amplitudes and phase shifts used in these fits were calculated from the reported structures of a Cu(L-glutamic)₂ complex. Passive reduction factor was obtained from single scattering fits of the EXAFS spectra of the metal foil by constraining the coordination number to 12.

Rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) runs were recorded using a Tacussel rotating Pt-disk/Pt-ring electrode, with a disk geometric area of 0.12 cm², and collection efficiency N = 0.24, were N is defined as. N = \frac{I_R \times D}{I_D \times D_R}

Being Iₗ and Iₒ, the currents measured at the ring and at the disk, respectively, bₗ and bₒ the number of electrons transferred in the ring and the disk electrode reactions, respectively.

RRDE experiments were performed using an Autolab 128 N that included a bipotentiostat (BA) module, allowing simultaneous control of the potential of the disk (Eₗ) and the ring (Eₒ). For CV and RRDE, electrode rotation speed (ω) was varied from 1000 to 4000 rpm by means of a Radiometer CVT101 speed controller.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the chemical structure of the three amino acids included in this investigation. The molecular weight increment in the sequence GlyH, AlaH and ValH is the smallest possible in the included in this investigation. The molecular weight increment in the r-space and generated by Fourier filtering the k²-weighted EXAFS over the 2–11 Å⁻¹ range in the k-space with a Hanning window. The theoretical scattering path amplitudes and phase shifts used in these fits were calculated from the reported structures of a Cu(L-glutamic)₂ complex. Passive reduction factor was obtained from single scattering fits of the EXAFS spectra of the metal foil by constraining the coordination number to 12.

Looking at the cathodic sweeps in Fig. 4, large differences in the second peak area was more disappeared, as previously reported for the copper-glutamic acid system.27 and the difference in the second peak area was more accentuated between the three amino acids than for static conditions. Looking at the cathodic sweeps in Fig. 4, large differences in cathodic currents arise due to electrode rotation. This behaviour could be attributed to the existence of a soluble Cu⁺ intermediate,27 which is generated in the three electrolytes considered but at different rates. Under static conditions, the intermediate remains in the vicinity of the electrode readily available for its subsequent reduction. In contrast, when the electrode is rotated, soluble species are removed from the disk surface due to shear forces, which in turn leads to a decrease in the deposition current density of the CuAla and CuVal electrolytes. Evidence in support of this idea was found using a RRDE (see following paragraphs), which also showed that the amount of Cu⁺ intermediate is higher for the CuGly system. The latter would also explain the changes in D observed, since the existence of this intermediate has a direct impact on the effect that electrode rotation has on cathodic current density.

In order to search for differences between the copper complexes and to explain the differences observed in electrochemical behaviour depicted in Figs. 3 and 4, their UV–visible absorption spectra were recorded (Fig. 5). It should be noticed that absorption bands in the range 200–370 nm, which can be assigned to \pi → \pi²/\pi → \pi* intraligand transitions associated to the amino acid molecules, are excluded from the spectra for clarity. All soluble complexes exhibit one low intensity absorption peak in the visible region with an absorption maxima located around 630 nm,38–40 being the copper glycine complex at the low energy side and valine at the high energy end. These results show that the “d” electronic structure of the central copper ion in the three complexes is very similar and their small crystal field energy splitting differences could be explained assuming some increasing inductive effect from the organic ligands accordingly to their molecular size.

X-ray absorption spectra at the Cu K-edge were registered for the three electrolytes (Fig. 6) and the EXAFS oscillations were analysed to identify eventual differences in the first coordination sphere of Cu differences in the limiting current for copper electrodeposition were observed, in the potential range from −0.40 V to −1.10 V, for the three amino acids considered, which may be indicative of changes in the diffusion coefficient with the size of the ligand. Therefore, rotation speed of the RDE was varied from 100 rpm to 500 rpm and the value of current at −0.6 V was registered. From the corresponding Koutecky-Levich plots the following diffusion coefficients were obtained for the soluble complex CuL₂ species (Table II). Despite the fact that similar D values can be found in literature for copper glycine complexes, the variation in this parameter observed for different aminoacids does not correlate with the small changes in cathodic limiting current. For example, based on our measurements (CuGly)₂ present a D value 50% larger that Cu(Ala)₂ complexes, which according to Levich equation should lead to an increase of 30% in limiting current (assuming that electrolyte viscosity and density does not vary significantly). However, the recorded values (Fig. 3) showed only a 7% higher limiting current for the Cu(Gly)₂ system. The latter suggests that there are other processes not related to mass transport involved in the electrochemical response of Cu-aminoacids solutions.

When the electrode was rotated at 1000 rpm (Fig. 4) a tenfold increase in currents was observed and the first anodic peak almost disappeared, as previously reported for the copper-glutamic acid system,27 and the difference in the second peak area was more accentuated between the three amino acids than for static conditions. As it can be deduced from the quantitative information presented in Table I, it sounds quite reasonable to expect a similar behaviour of the copper complexes produced with the three amino acids in solution. This was confirmed by simulation of the spectacation equilibria for the three copper complexes (not shown), which yielded identical results to those for the copper glycine case (Fig. 3). For the specific case of pH = 8, any of the three amino acids forms a neutral simple CuL₂ soluble complex species with the copper ions, following reaction pathway 1.

Theoretical scattering path amplitudes and phase shifts calculated from the reported structures of a Cu(L-glutamic)₂ complex. Passive reduction factor was obtained from single scattering fits of the EXAFS spectra of the metal foil by constraining the coordination number to 12.

Rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) runs were recorded using a Tacussel rotating Pt-disk/Pt-ring electrode, with a disk geometric area of 0.12 cm², and collection efficiency N = 0.24, were N is defined as, N = \frac{I_R \times D}{I_D \times D_R}

Being Iₗ and Iₒ, the currents measured at the ring and at the disk, respectively, bₗ and bₒ the number of electrons transferred in the ring and the disk electrode reactions, respectively.

RRDE experiments were performed using an Autolab 128 N that included a bipotentiostat (BA) module, allowing simultaneous control of the potential of the disk (Eₗ) and the ring (Eₒ). For CV and RRDE, electrode rotation speed (ω) was varied from 1000 to 4000 rpm by means of a Radiometer CVT101 speed controller.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the chemical structure of the three amino acids included in this investigation. The molecular weight increment in the sequence GlyH, AlaH and ValH is the smallest possible in the naturally occurring α amino acid series. In aqueous solution these compounds present two acid base equilibria (k₁ and k₂ in Table I) corresponding to the carboxylic acid and to the amino protonation reactions, respectively. When cupric ion is present in solution several additional chemical equilibria appear, as shown in Fig. 2 for the copper glycine system.

For pH between 3 and 11 the main chemical equilibria present in solution can properly be described by the following chemical reactions,

\[ \text{Cu}^{2+} + L^− \rightleftharpoons \text{Cu}L^− \quad \text{K}_1 \quad [1a] \]

\[ \text{Cu}^{2+} + 2L^− \rightleftharpoons \text{Cu}L_2^− \quad \text{K}_2 \quad [1b] \]

Where L stands for the amino acid ligand and K₁ and K₂ are the equilibrium constants for each equation (Table I).

As it can be deduced from the quantitative information presented in Table I, it sounds quite reasonable to expect a similar behaviour of the copper complexes produced with the three amino acids in solution. This was confirmed by simulation of the spectacation equilibria for the three copper complexes (not shown), which yielded identical results to those for the copper glycine case (Fig. 3). For the specific case of pH = 8, any of the three amino acids forms a neutral simple CuL₂ soluble complex species with the copper ions, following reaction pathway 1.

Figure 3 shows the CV profiles for the three soluble copper complexes in quiescent conditions. The two anodic peaks at −0.20 V (peak Iₗ) and +0.15 V (peak Iₒ) correspond to the anodic dissolution of copper through a two-step mechanism that has already been reported for several copper amino acid complexes elsewhere.27,36,37 Peak Iₒ is related to the anodic dissolution of the copper film produced on the GC surface. From the integration of this peak it results evident that less copper is deposited as the molecular weight of the ligand increases. Regarding the cathodic scans, small
atoms in the complexes. Fitting results are shown in Table III and confirm that the first coordination sphere around Cu atoms in the three complexes are almost identical. Results are compatible with previous work reported for similar compounds. Coordination number and interatomic distances of first neighbours are very similar and compatible with the smooth induction effect depicted for the UV-visible spectra. It is worth noting that the complexes are slightly more compact for the heavier ligands.

Table I. Constants for L acid base equilibria and CuL₂ formation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>L Acid/Base Equilibrium Constants</th>
<th>CuL₂ Formation Constants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>log k₁</td>
<td>log k₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gly</td>
<td>2.36 ± 0.04</td>
<td>9.56 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ala</td>
<td>2.31 ± 0.04</td>
<td>9.71 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Val</td>
<td>2.26 ± 0.02</td>
<td>9.49 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Speciation equilibrium diagram for copper-glycine complexes (30 °C).

Figure 3. CV curves in static conditions, Cu(Gly)₂ (- - -), Cu(Ala)₂ (· · ·) and Cu(Val)₂ (*****). (30 °C, 0.02 Vs⁻¹).

Table II. Diffusion coefficients of CuL₂ complexes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>D (cm²s⁻¹) × 10⁶</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cu(Gly)₂</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(Ala)₂</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(Val)₂</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. CV curves for copper complexes at 1000 rpm. Cu(Gly)₂ (──), Cu(Ala)₂ (· · ·) and Cu(Val)₂ (*****). (30 °C, 0.02 Vs⁻¹).

Figure 5. UV–visible spectra for three CuL₂ complexes (500 to 900 nm shown only). Cu(Gly)₂ (──), Cu(Ala)₂ (· · ·) and Cu(Val)₂ (*****).
those results, $E_R$ was then set at +0.50 V for the following runs in order to oxidize $\text{Cu}^{+}$ and avoid the $\text{Cu}^{2+}$ electroreduction reaction interference. Looking at ring’s current response ($I_R$), two anodic peaks arise. One smooth shallow peak (C1) in the $-0.20$ V—$-0.40$ V electrochemical potential window and C2 at more cathodic potentials ($-1.1$ V). C1 is very similar for the three CuL$_2$ complexes and C2 is strongly dependent on the chemical nature of L, being quite smaller for Cu(Gly)$_2$ and increases practically tenfold its magnitude for Cu(Val)$_2$. This behaviour could be responsible of the shoulder CuVal present in the CV cathodic sweep at $\approx-1.0$ V (Fig. 4), negligible in CuAla and absent in CuGly.

Based on this evidence and previous studies, C1 can be associated with $\text{Cu}^{+}$ oxidation at the ring.\textsuperscript{27} In the case of C2

both, proton electroreduction and amino acids side reactions at the disc, must be discarded because it appears at an unexpected high cathodic potential. Figure 8 shows the RRDE cathodic sweeps for valine solutions with and without copper ions. As it can be seen, C2 is present only when Cu$^{2+}$ is in solution indicating that $I_R$ is caused by $\text{Cu}^{+}$ oxidation and not by other process taking place at the disk. The same behaviour was found for glycine and alanine electrolytes (not shown).

Figure 9 shows the RRDE response corresponding to the voltammetric positive sweep at the disc obtained after reaching the negative switching potential, as shown in Fig. 7. At the ring, A1 peaks reproduce the same behavior of peak C2 during the negative sweeps, suggesting that an electrochemical process producing $\text{Cu}^{+}$ soluble species takes place at the disk in this potential window, regardless of the sweeping direction, which are collected at the ring.

In contrast, in the potential range corresponding to C1, A2 peaks appear at slightly different potential values and with a splitting tendency. This suggest that $\text{Cu}^{+}$ is produced at the electrode on the onset of copper electro reduction during the cathodic sweep and when metallic copper starts to dissolve at the anodic cycle. For potentials more positive than 0.05 V a large and wide current peak (A3) appears for the three electrolytes. Peak A3 appears in the same potential range corresponding to the anodic current peaks related to the electro dissolution of the copper layer at the disc, indicating that

![Figure 6. Normalized X-ray absorption spectra around the copper K-edge for the three complexes.](image1)

![Figure 8. $I_R$ cathodic sweep of RRDE CV for Cu(Val)$_2$ and valine without copper in solution (at 4000 rpm, 30 °C, 0.02 Vs$^{-1}$).](image2)

![Figure 9. $I_D$ (black curves) and $I_R$ (red curves) for the anodic sweep of the RRDE curves for Cu(Gly)$_2$ (——), Cu(Ala)$_2$ (- - -) and Cu(Val)$_2$ (*****), at 4000 rpm. (30 °C, 0.02 Vs$^{-1}$).](image3)
the latter consists in a two steps mechanism involving a soluble Cu$^{2+}$ species. The differences observed for the three aminoacids could be ascribed to changes in the stability of Cu$^{+}$ species. Based on the reported data, it could be assumed that as the molecular size of the aminoacid increases the stability of Cu$^{+}$ complexes decreases. This would shift the redox potential of the couple Cu$^{2+}$/Cu$^{+}$ to more cathodic potentials, explaining the large peak C2 observed for valine, and why it was the practically absent in glycine containing electrolyte (Fig. 7). However, since there is little information available about Cu$^{+}$-aminoacids complexes, it is impossible to verify this postulate and will be investigated in detail in the future.

A quite interesting fact is the very thin and sharp current peak (A4) observed immediately after peak A3. Figure 10 shows a detail of A3 and A4 peaks at the ring, together with I$\theta$ profile for the Cu(Ala)$_2$ complex. It is clearly seen that when bulk metallic copper finishes its anodic dissolution, another soluble species leaves the disc and is detected at the ring. As it can be observed in Fig. 9, peak A4 always appears after the complete dissolution of metallic copper for the three CuL$_2$ complexes. I$\theta$ being zero when peak A4 appears, suggests that there is a thin layer of Cu$^{+}$ compound in the interface between copper and Pt that chemically dissolves after metallic copper is stripped away. This phenomenon, however, requires further investigations.

Electrode current responses to potential steps within the potential range corresponding to the copper electrodeposition process were measured to determine the nucleation and growth mechanism of copper deposition from the three electrolytes under study. Current transients for different negative potentials are shown in Fig. 11. For glycine and alanine, a typical current maximum that moves to shorter times as the potential is made more negative, appears. For the Cu(Val)$_2$ complex, the current transients exhibit only a diffusion current decay without a current maxima. This behaviour is coherent with D values shown in Table II. For glycine- and alanine-containing solutions, Scharifker models of nucleation and growth processes were evaluated and the results suggest a 3D progressive nucleation and growth mechanism. Non-dimensional current ($(I/I_{m})^2$) vs non-dimensional time $(t/t_{m})$ plots for Cu(Gly)$_2$ and Cu(Val)$_2$ transients are shown in Fig. 12 for specific potential steps values.

**Conclusions**

Cupric ions form stable soluble complexes with simple α-amino acids. They have identical chemical speciation behaviour in solution and their UV absorption and EXAFS spectra suggest that they have also comparable inner coordination structures. Some differences, however, appear in their electrochemical behaviour, as shown by the voltammograms run in both quiescent and rotating electrode conditions, partially due to diffusion limitations at strong cathodic polarization. This is evidenced from their different diffusion coefficients values. This is quite reasonable based on the different molecular volume of amino acids considered in this study. Nucleation and growth current maxima in the potentiostatic current transients are gradually depressed due to diffusional effects as the ligand size increases, confirming this tendency in the series glycine, alanine and valine. In the present work, strong evidence is presented relating to the generation of soluble cuprous species at the onset of metallic copper deposition and at more negative potentials, before the hydrogen evolution reaction takes place. These phenomena, together with limitations for cupric ions diffusion towards the electrode surface, inhibits metallic copper electrodeposition. We also confirm, as other authors had proposed, that cuprous ions are produced during the anodic stripping of the electrodeposited copper.

**Figure 10.** I$\theta$ (---) and I$_B$ (- - -) detail for A3 and A4 peaks of the anodic sweep of RRDE curves for Cu(Ala)$_2$ electrolyte, at 4000 rpm. (30 °C, 0.02 Vs$^{-1}$).

**Figure 11.** Current transients for (a) Cu(Gly)$_2$, (b) Cu(Ala)$_2$ and (c) Cu(Val)$_2$.

**Figure 12.** Non-dimensional plots of the transients for Cu(Gly)$_2$ (●) at $E = -0.60$ V and Cu(Ala)$_2$ (○) at $E = -0.65$ V.
layer. Another interesting finding is the detection of a thin layer of a cuprous compound, possibly an oxide, underneath the metallic copper deposit. This layer is chemically dissolved when the copper deposit is anodically stripped away. This subject is currently under investigation.
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